Committee on Health and Welfare

Will meet at: 9:30 am  Date: May 5, 2009

Location: Committee Room 5

Remarks:

HB 60  PERRY  VITAL STATS/BIRTH CERT  Clarifies the duties of the registrar of vital records regarding the issuance of new records of birth for adopted children

HB 137  LABRUZZO  WELFARE  Expands drug testing for adult recipients of public assistance

HB 257  JONES, SAM  HEARING AID DEALERS  Requires business owners who sell hearing aids to be licensed hearing aid dealers

HB 432  BURFORD  HEALTH CARE/PROVIDERS  Provides relative to criminal history checks on nonlicensed persons and licensed ambulance personnel

HB 687  PEARSON  DENTISTRY  Prohibits practice of dentistry in schools

HB 713  MILLS  MENTAL HEALTH  Provides for a court-mandated treatment program for the treatment of sexually dangerous persons

HB 806  KATZ  BOARDS/COMMISSIONS  Authorizes the Board of Nursing Facility Administrators to conduct background checks

HB 837  MILLS  MENTAL HEALTH  Transfers the office of mental health and office for addictive disorders into a newly-created office of behavioral health
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